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Abstract
The RBC+C abstraction model is an effective model in mathematics education because it gives the opportunity
to analyze research data through cognitive actions. For this reason, we aim to examine the abstraction process
of the limit knowledge of two volunteer participant students using the RBC+C abstraction model. With this
aim, the students’ abstraction processes were examined over recognition, building-with, construction, and
consolidation. In the process, three problems that enable students to use their pre-knowledge were designed
by the researchers to reveal the students’ mathematical thinking levels, abstraction processes, and finally to
improve a new structure. These problems were used in the application, and students’ dialogues were videorecorded. The semi-constructed interview and observation data-collection methods were used in this process,
and one of the researchers participated in the study as a participant observer. The data was analyzed and
interpreted by transcribing the video recordings into written text and grouping them into the cognitive actions
of the RBC+C model. In conclusion, these students were indicated to have managed recognizing and buildingwith their pre-knowledge on sequence, function, and infinity, and thus constructing knowledge on limits.
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Limits are a basic and important concept in mathematics. They can be assumed
as one of the most fundamental concepts and influential instruments of general
mathematics because they lead especially to the understanding of derivations and
integrals (Çıldır, 2012; Çoker, Özer, & Taş, 1989). In other words, limit knowledge is
a pre-concept related to many important mathematical concepts such as derivatives,
integrals, continuities, and convergences. Therefore, it also constitutes an important
role in high school and college mathematics curricula.
Knowledge and Historical Development of Limits
Limits were used in theorems related to shapes with curvilinear sides in early times.
Euclid and Archimedes used this concept for the first time. For example, Archimedes
used them to calculate the area of a circle. In his justification, the area of the circle is
equal to the area of a right triangle whose base equals the circle’s circumference and
whose height equals the circle’s radius. In this process, the circle is assumed to be a
straight line equal to the circumference of it. He calculated the inferior and superior
limits to find the straight line in this justification (Cajori, 2014, p. 25). However,
the use of limits with the same current meaning was based on work from the 17th
century. For example, Fermat examined the interrelation between the limit of a curve
at a point on the graph and the tangent of that point of the curve (Baki, 2008, p. 147).
Afterwards, the researchers Newton and Leibniz used limits to calculate integrals. In
other words, differential equations emerged from knowledge on limits (Baki, 2014,
p. 145). Newton can be said to have used this concept in general, not for any specific
purpose. He used it to extrapolate a few different principles used for a variety of
purposes (Cajori, 2014, p. 234). Similarly, the area under the curve of y = x2 restricted
for 0 < x < 1 was shown to be 1/3 by Cavalieri using limit knowledge (Baki, 2008,
p. 146). Meanwhile, the definition of the limit was not given until 1817 by Bolzano.
Additionally, Weierstrass and Cauchy indicated limits were applied in calculus
nineteenth century (Arslan & Çelik, 2015, p. 483; Baki, 2008, p. 149). Formal and
informal definitions can be given for limit knowledge. In calculus, the epsilon-delta
definition of limit is a formalization of the notion of limit (Balcı, 2014).
Difficulties in Learning and Teaching Limits
These days, difficulties and misconceptions about limit knowledge are encountered
by students as learning the subject of limits brings along serious difficulties for
students in the advanced subjects of high-school curriculum. Because limits contain
different procedures that include infinity in particular, they are also not a simple
subject (Baştürk & Dönmez, 2011; Tangül, Barak, & Özdaş, 2015). Most students
cannot place the knowledge of limits in their minds and for this reason have difficulty
making sense of it; as a result, students have trouble learning limit knowledge (Çıldır,
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2012). Specifically, they have difficulty performing operations related to limits. This
situation has been reflected in different studies. Within this context, Durmuş (2004);
Gürbüz, Toprak, Yapıcı, and Doğan (2011); and Tatar, Okur, and Tuna (2008) aimed to
determine difficult subjects in mathematics courses and to reveal the roots underlying
these difficulties. Thus all of these studies found the subject of limits taking place
at the top of subjects which students perceive as difficult. The desire to uncover the
difficulties with limits is the main reason why the number of studies made on this
concept has increased (Baştürk & Dönmez, 2011).
Some limit-knowledge studies (Barak, 2007; Baştürk & Dönmez 2011; Denbel,
2014; Juter, 2006; Szydlik, 2000; Tangül et al., 2015) revealed students’ difficulties
and misconceptions. In the studies by Barak (2007) and Baştürk and Dönmez (2011),
students were determined to have different misconceptions about limit knowledge.
In this context, Barak (2007) explained these misconceptions as errors and
misconceptions about the epsilon-delta definition, the definition of limits, a function’s
limit at a point, limits approaching from the right and the left, the relation between the
concepts of limits and continuity, a function that is defined at a single point, graphing
functions, understanding the concept of infinity, and using the limit in equations.
Additionally, Baştürk and Dönmez summarized pre-service teachers’ misconceptions
that limit should be defined and extend from a function at a single point while being
the limit of a function at the same point. Similarly, limits do not exist when a diagram
is not continuous or when there are omissions/fractions in it. Denbel (2014) indicated
that university students see a limit as unreachable, an approximation, a boundary, or
a dynamic process. Also, Denbel declared that students have many misconceptions,
such as limits representing the value of a function at a point, a limit can be found
though a method of substitution, or that one divided by zero equals zero. Juter
(2006) reported that students have many different cognitive difficulties related to
limit knowledge, such as infinite series and how functions never reach their limits.
Szydlik (2000) declared that limit beliefs and understanding are highly related to
one another. Similarly, Tangül et al. (2015) stated that most university students have
trouble expressing limits and using its formal definition.
Methods for Teaching and Learning Limits
Some studies (Akbulut & Işık, 2005; Akkoyunlu, Güler, Uğurel, & Alan, 2003; Biber
& Argün, 2015; Bukova-Güzel, 2007; Çıldır, 2012; Dönmez & Baştürk, 2010; Kula &
Bukova-Güzel, 2015a, 2015b; Przenioslo, 2004; Roh, 2007; Tangül et al., 2015) have
investigated how students learn limits and have given room to some teaching studies
with the aim of eliminating their difficulties and misconceptions in relation to limit
knowledge. As a result of Akbulut and Işık’s (2005) study, a new interactive teaching
strategy was declared to be influential on teaching limit knowledge. Akkoyunlu et al.
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(2003) explained that animations, activities, scenarios, and worksheets can be used as
course content to clarify high-school students’ limit knowledge so as to overcome their
difficulties. In this study, misconceptions are also stated as preventable by focusing
on how a function’s appearance behaves when the function’s independent variable
is infinitely small. Biber and Argün (2015) indicated that university students have
structured limit knowledge on double variable functions mostly by making expansive
generalizations. They also explained that candidates are not successful enough, which
requires reconstructing their generalization processes. Çıldır (2012) declared that using
computer-based demonstrations could be beneficial for teaching limits and overcoming
related misconceptions. Dönmez and Baştürk (2010) declared that current teachertraining programs are insufficient and improper at teaching pre-service teachers how
to integrate different strategies. Kula and Bukova-Güzel (2015a) declared that preservice teachers’ thoughts about current mathematics programs related to limits are
composed under the headings of relating real life to limit knowledge, relating them in
different areas, providing mathematical thinking and reasoning, improving the ability to
communicate, using mathematical language, relating mathematics with art, and using
technology effectively. Kula and Bukova-Güzel (2015b) investigated which special
methods pre-service teachers use in mathematics for limits. They indicated that preservice teachers’ preferred methods for teaching limits are limit-specific representations
and activities. Their participants used mostly verbal and algebraic representations.
Przenioslo (2004) declared that students generally interpret the formal definition of
limit as an equation. Roh (2007) explained that a female student who was engaged in the
ε-strip activity understood as a whole the concept and formal definition of the limit of a
sequence. Tangül et al. (2015) explained that most university students do not interrelate
concept images and formal definitions but use concept images to solve limit problems.
Moreover, Bukova-Güzel (2007) reported that mathematics education departments
promote learning limit knowledge through a constructivist learning environment.
Abstraction, the Abstraction Process, and the RBC+C Abstraction Model
Along with attaching more importance to conceptual learning in these renewed
programs, abstraction has also gained importance. Conceptual learning entails the
abstraction of a concept. For this reason, such matters as construction and abstraction,
which require examining individuals’ abstraction processes, have become important
research subjects in the learning domain of mathematics. Moreover, mathematics is a
science of abstraction, and the great majority of mathematical concepts are obtained
through abstraction (Altun, 2014, p. 5). This makes it especially important to overcome
the abstraction process of concepts in math education. Because of this, determining
how to develop abstractions and generalizations that students carry out with the help of
their foreknowledge becomes important (Bukova-Güzel, 2006, 2007). As a result, this
study examines how 12th-grade students learn and abstract limit knowledge.
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Abstraction is a structural process, the construction of mental structures from
mathematical structures, as well as mathematical structures from mental structures.
It is the process of detaching a characteristic or characteristics that objects have in
common with other objects and giving names to these characteristics. The abstraction
process is not a directly observable state. It takes place in the form of isolating a
concept from its specific characteristics and directing the process from a set of
contexts toward a concept (Dreyfus, 2007; Mitchelmore, 2002; Sierpinska 1994;
Tall, 1988; Yılmaz, 2011). Also, mathematical abstraction provides opportunities
for constructing mathematical concepts, as well as achieving the transition between
concepts and, most importantly, comprehension not through memorization but
through conceptualization (Can, 2011). For this reason, the theme of abstraction
occupies an important place throughout one’s mathematical education.
Different models have been developed and used for abstraction. One of these is
the RBC+C (recognizing, building-with, construction, and consolidation) abstraction
model. According to this model, one needs to rearrange old structures in order to
reach a new structure, establish connections and relationships between them, and
integrate them into a single thought process. This model allows analyzing students’
knowledge construction through the cognitive actions of recognizing, building-with,
construction, and consolidation. In this abstraction process, abstraction is formed by
passing three steps. The first is the need for a new structure. The second is the formation
of a new abstract entity that processes the actions of recognizing and building-with
as existing structures are intermingled. The third one is consolidating abstraction in
such a way as to facilitate a person’s recognition. Additionally, abstraction occurs in a
problem-solving process in which the student performs the action of formation using
a new method (Hershkowitz, Schwarz, & Dreyfus, 2001). While forming a piece
of knowledge, an individual makes associations with previous subject matter in the
recognizing stage, uses it for problem-solving in the building-with stage, sets up a new
knowledge structure in the construction stage, and reinforces the formed knowledge
in the consolidation stage. Abstraction emerges by requiring further construction and
also covers strengthening (Tsamir & Dreyfus, 2002). The act of construction forms
as a result of the materialization of recognizing and building-with, which are nested
in one another (Dreyfus, 2007; Dreyfus, Hershkowitz, & Schwarz, 2001b). Thus, the
RBC+C model is important because it enables one to examine the abstraction process
over cognitive ones (Dreyfus, 2007; Dreyfus, Hershkowitz, & Schwarz, 2001a,
2001b; Herskhowitz et al., 2001). Each of these actions is observable; the abstraction
process can be recognized deeply by observing them (Altun & Yılmaz, 2008) and is
appropriate for this research.
This abstraction model has been examined using various mathematical concepts
in different studies: the greatest integer function (Altun & Yılmaz, 2008), algebra
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and properties of arithmetic operations (Dreyfus et al., 2001a, 2001b), ratios
(Hassan & Mitchelmore, 2006), and probabilities (Dreyfus, Hadas, Hershkowitz,
& Schwarz, 2006; Hershkowitz, 2004; Schwarz, Dreyfus, Hadas, & Hershkowitz,
2004). In addition, functions (Hershkowitz et al. 2001), absolute value (Özmantar,
2004, 2005), linear equations (Sezgin-Memnun & Altun, 2012), infinity (Tsamir &
Dreyfus, 2002), and triangles along with its variations (Yeşildere & Türnüklü, 2008a,
2008b) have been explored in particular.
Limit Knowledge in Turkish Mathematics Course Programs
Limit knowledge had been taught intuitively without a formal definition given to
students prior to the changes in mathematics course programs in Turkey in recent
years (Ministry of Education [MEB], 2006). After the changes in the programs,
constructivist learning first began its use in programs for all mathematical subjects,
and also the subject of limits has occurred in different grades in mathematics programs
in recent years. Finally, the subject of limits has nine different acquisitions and takes
twelve hours to teach and learn (MEB, 2013) per the latest version of the reorganized
programs. Also, the acquisition of limits is explained in the course programs. Some
of these are:
1. Explain an independent variable approaching a given number with examples.
2. Explain limits at a point of a function, the limit approaching from the right or
left, with examples. One should explain the relation between a limit approaching
from the right and one from the left.
3. Explain the properties of limits; make exercises for them.
4. Make exercises related to the limit of functions.
Which additional strategies can be appropriate for teaching limit knowledge has
not been detailed (Kula & Bukova-Güzel, 2015b; MEB, 2013). Because of that,
different strategies have been attempted in different studies (Akbulut & Işık, 2005;
Akkoyunlu et al., 2003; Bukova-Güzel, 2007; Çıldır, 2012).
Objectives
Different studies have emphasized the importance and need to research the learning
process of limits, which have an important place in mathematics. Also, students have
trouble constructing limit knowledge. Because of this, some studies (Barak, 2007;
Baştürk & Dönmez 2011; Denbel, 2014; Juter, 2006; Szydlik, 2000; Tangül et al.,
2015) have investigated students’ misconceptions about limits, and others have tried to
solve them with new teaching and learning strategies. For example, Akbulut and Işık
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(2005) tried to teach the concept using an interactive teaching strategy, Çıldır (2012)
used computer-generated visualization, Bukova-Güzel (2007) applied constructivist
learning, and Akkoyunlu et al. (2003) used animations, activities, and scenarios
to eliminate students’ difficulties and misconceptions. Similar to Bukova-Güzel’s
(2007) research, yet different from all previous studies, the constructivist learning
approach has been used in this research, as it is appropriate for abstracting limit
knowledge. Abstracting limit knowledge has been explored through constructivist
learning using the RBC+C abstraction model in this research. Limit knowledge was
chosen for this research due to the subject’s complexity and abstract concepts (Çoker
et al., 1989). Limit knowledge is also appropriate for carrying out this study using
the RBC+C abstraction model because one component of the abstraction process is
to have a mathematical entity (Özmantar & Monaghan, 2007). Additionally, very few
studies related to limit knowledge have focused on high-school grades. However, the
abstraction process in this research is carried out with high-school students within
an appropriate context because giving knowledge directly to the students who have
trouble comprehending something structurally abstract does not lead them to build
but to memorize this knowledge. The limit problems chosen by the researchers for this
study also contain different contexts, which is valuable and meaningful to students.
Accordingly, the research problem in this study has been quantified as “How do 12thgrade students abstract limit knowledge?”
This study differs from other studies on the subject of limits in that it allows 12thgrade students’ abstraction process for limits to be examined through constructivist
learning, as well as the learning processes in detail using the RBC+C abstraction
model. Moreover, this study is considered to contribute to the field by allowing for
an understanding of students’ insufficient knowledge and misconceptions regarding
limits and a determination of the distinct ways students use in their learning process.
Method
This section includes information about the research model, the participating
students, and their abstraction process when learning using the RBC+C abstraction
model. In this study, a significant amount of data has been obtained from a limited
number of students, and the abstraction process has been evaluated very clearly.
Therefore, this study is defined as a case study.
Case studies offer a convenient model for examining a highly detailed specific
phenomenon, such as a person, a process, an operation, or an institution. In qualitative
case studies, the researcher(s) explores a process, questions may address a case
description, and the themes emerge from this (Creswell, 2009, p. 130). Additionally,
choosing a single case can provide detailed and significant knowledge (Vural
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& Cenkseven, 2005). The case in this research is the detailed examination of the
abstraction of limits. In case studies, obtained data is quite powerful in terms of
reality. Moreover, the findings are available for interpretation and direct use (Cohen
& Manion, 1994, p. 123). Additionally, when researchers are an observer in the
research, they are also able to be a participant for evaluating the subject as a part of
the process (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005, pp. 77–78). In this study, one of the researchers
also participated as an observer/actor. Participant interviews can also be useful for
interpreting mathematical thought and abstraction during the interview (Geray, 2006,
p. 171). As such, it is appropriate for the study and makes it more specifically a
descriptive case study, which generally requires obtaining detailed information about
a phenomenon to ensure data for future comparative studies (Merriam, 1988).
Sampling/Study Population
The participants of this study were two 12th-grade students enrolled in an high
school in a large city of Turkey’s central Anatolia region. Both students are female and
their math teachers reported them as successful with excellent grades in their math
courses. They are also very direct, curious math students. Additionally, these students
voluntarily participated in the study and had not previously studied limits. They had
already learned the subjects of series and functions, which is needed to acquire limit
knowledge. The students were given the monikers of Zehra (Z) and Gizem (G).
Data Collection Tools
Abstraction happens in the problem-solving process, but according to Hershkowitz
et al.’s (2001) research, all problems do not lead to abstraction. For this reason, three
problems were arranged by the researchers in order to reach construction within the
abstraction process, to reveal students’ mathematical thought levels and knowledge
abstraction process, and to develop a new structure. These problems are additionally
from the areas students are quite likely to encounter in daily life, such as:
1. Ali heads to a tree 20 meters away by first covering half the distance, then half
the remaining distance, and again each time, half of the remaining distance. Will
Ali be able to reach the tree like this?
2. Two students play a game approximating a number by following the rules given
below. A number is chosen. One student says two real numbers, one always
bigger and the other always smaller than the chosen number. The purpose of
the game is to say a number closest to the chosen number. The student who is
unable to say numbers closer than the opponent’s loses the game. For example,
let’s suppose students play the game choosing the number “6.”
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1st student  5.5   5.9    5.97   5.992   5.9997   … …
2nd student 6.5   6.09   6.02   6.001   6.0003   … …
Who do you think will win the game?
3. A baby kangaroo is learning to jump. Every day it tries hard to jump higher.
Let the number of jumps which the kangaroo makes be x. The height that this
kangaroo can jump is expressed with the function of f(x) = (4x - 1) / 2x.
a) Calculate the empty boxes below.
x number of jumps   1   2   5   10   100   1000   10000   100000   1000000 + ∞
f(x) in meters
b) What is the maximum height the kangaroo can jump?
c) If f: A → B, find sets A and B.
d) Is this function a sequence at the same time? Why?
e) If this function is a sequence, what value does it approximate?
f) What is the desired x of function f(x) when going to +∞?
g) Is there a relationship between the desired value of a function and the value that
a sequence approaches?
All these problems relate to the first and second acquisitions of the high-school
mathematics curriculum. Therefore, all these problems completely relate to
abstracting limit knowledge. The aim of the first problem is to let students anticipate
the need for limit knowledge through their thought process and to construct the limit
from only one side. The second problem aims to give students the opportunity to
intuitively construct limit knowledge approaching a point and to consolidate limit
knowledge from one side. Additionally, the third one is organized with functions for
intuitively constructing limit knowledge as a whole. Accordingly, these problems
allow for constructing limit knowledge by approaching any real number from the
right or left, and constructing a value upon a series that converges at the same time
it is equal to the series limit. A research expert participated in the study in order to
determine the ease of problems for applying the RBC+C model. Five experts were
also asked for their opinions about the ease of these problems for learning limits,
and the problems were rearranged in the direction of their suggestions. For example,
“remaining” was put in the first problem by two of the experts so the problem could
be solved correctly.
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Procedure
Semi-constructed interviews and observations were the data collection methods
used in this research. Prior to the study, the aim and scope of the study were
explained to the school administration and participating students in detail. Then in
the fall semester of the 2014-2015 academic year, these students studied the research
problems at the same time together. Within the scope of this study and in order to
reach a conclusion, the students were asked to approach any real number from the
right or left according to the information given for different events, form a list, and
fill in the gaps in the given table by using the data in this list. In the meantime, one
of the researchers participated in the study as a participant observer. The process was
recorded with a video camera that students could see. This was to prevent forgetting
the environment in which the observations and interviews were being conducted. At
the same time, the recordings allow the researcher to review them as often as wanted
so as to delay a final decision until being sure about the most appropriate approach
and which points to highlight. Hence, the researcher was able to find rare or frequent
events by fast-forwarding/rewinding the recording and, before making a decision
about an event, change or correct her interpretations by looking at the previous/
subsequent events (Plowman, 1999, as cited in Topbaş, 2008).
Analysis of Research Data
The data was analyzed and interpreted using a descriptive analysis of the
worksheets, including the answers students gave to the research problems and the
videos recorded during the interviews. The aim of analysis is to present the obtained
data in an organized and interpreted way. With this aim, the obtained data is described
systematically and clearly (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005, p. 224). At this stage, the
dialogues recorded during the interview were listened to several times and transcribed
into statements/texts in the study. This data is to be examined, and the obtained
information should be divided into meaningful sections (Kümbetoğlu, 2005, p. 155).
Accordingly, the RBC+C model was applied to the statements in the application/
abstraction process, and these statements were analyzed over the cognitive actions of
this abstraction model. In this context, the themes determined and used for analyzing
the written interview statements are recognizing, building-with, constructing, and
consolidating. In other words, these cognitive actions were observed and recorded
collectively in the solution of each problem by two of the researchers, independent
of each other. The definitions of these cognitive actions and examples related to these
actions for the problems in this research are given in Table 1.
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Table 1
Cognitive Actions of the RBC+C Abstraction Model
Action
Definition
Includes formal or informal information
that an individual has acquired before and
their attribution of meaning to mathematiRecognizing cal elements in the learning environment.
It raises individual awareness of what kind
of foreknowledge is needed in order to
learn new information.
Relates to individual use of the pieces of
information that one already knows to conBuilding-with
struct a solution applicable to the problem.
This cognitive action is nested in the other.

Construction

Is partly changing known structures and, as
a result of this, constructing a new structure.

Examples
* Recognizing to use sequence in the first problem.
* Recognizing to use function in the first problem.
* Recognizing infinity in the second research
problem.
* Recognizing limit knowledge from one side in
the third problem.
* Using sequence and series knowledge to solve
the first problem.
* Using infinity knowledge to solve the second
problem.
* Using limit knowledge from one side in the
third problem
* Using functions to solve the first and third
problem.
* Constructing limit knowledge from one side by
recognizing and building-with the sequence, series, and functions in the first problem.
* Constructing limit knowledge at a point in the
third problem.

Requires enhancing the new structure
* Consolidating limit from the left or limit from
Consolidation (Dreyfus et al., 2001a; Hershkowitz et al.,
the right in the second problem.
2001).

In this context, students recognize their foreknowledge, build-with this knowledge
for different purposes, and examine thinking styles used during the process of limitknowledge construction. Then the extent that students have constructed their limit
knowledge and the pre-structures that were required is reported. Finally, interpretations
were given according to the data in order to make sense of the described findings. The
relationships between these findings and the conclusions drawn are presented in detail.
Validity and Reliability of the Study
The validity and reliability of this qualitative research study have been achieved
by taking the strategies of conclusiveness, transferability, and reliability into
consideration (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2005, pp. 264–272).
In this study, conclusiveness and consistency were achieved through expert
examination. First an expert working in the field was asked to determine the ease
of the problems, and five different experts were asked their opinions about how
limit knowledge is learned through these problems. After that, these problems were
rearranged per their suggestions. Additionally, the video recordings were examined
and transferred to texts independently by each of the two researchers and placed into
the determined themes. At this stage, the themes were classified into groups prepared
by the researchers, and the researchers resolved any discrepancies through discussion
and evaluation. While describing and interpreting the typical and changeable
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characteristics of the study in detail were used to achieve transferability, quoting from
the obtained data as much as possible to obtain sufficient data for analysis was used
to achieve reliability. Additionally, importance was given to classifying research data
in accordance with the descriptive method, as well as to organizing and interpreting
the determined themes. Moreover, attention was paid to writing the research findings
with the characteristics of reasonability, appropriateness for individual experiences,
conclusiveness, importance, and readability.
Findings
The interview was carried out over two successful 12th-grade students who
participated in the study. These participants studied three different problems in this
process, which lasted approximately 45 minutes.
The first problem (Ali heads to a tree 20 meters away by first covering half the
distance, then half the remaining distance, and again each time, half of the remaining
distance. Will Ali be able to reach the tree like this?) was prepared with the aim of
having the students anticipate the need for limit knowledge using their thought process
from only one side of the situation. At this stage, the students need to estimate each
step of the procession. In this process, it is necessary to recognize and build-with, two
cognitive actions related to the RBC+C abstraction model, and knowing sequence and
series are the pre-knowledge used in solving the problem. Therefore, these students
are expected to think about the situation and inference limit knowledge accordingly.
The students read this problem together and started to discuss it. Below is an
excerpt of their discussion.
Zehra5: Gone half at a time. (Looks at the paper and thinks)
Gizem6: Gradually decreasing…
Z7: (Nods her head.)
G8: Tries to approximate by gradually decreasing.
Z9: Yes… (Nods her head again and looks at the paper)
G10: These are the subjects that we saw last year, I mean; when we were in 11th grade … (She
points to the problem with her pencil and looks at her friend)
Z11: Series… (Looks at her friend)
G12: (Looks at her friend and nods her head) Actually, it can be done by reasoning the series …
Z13: By using the total symbol … (Plays with her ear and thinks)
G14: By using the total product symbol … (Reads the problem by underlining the sentence of
the problem with her pencil.) She asks, “Can Ali reach the tree?” I think Ali can. (Zehra
approves her friend’s opinion by nodding her head)
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Z15: All in all, 20 meters is a limited distance. Since the distance is in meters, it can be covered.
G16: (Nods her head in approval of what her friend has said) The distance is in meters, it can
be covered.
Z17: Can be covered, I mean I guess it can be stepped.
G18: (Zehra points to her friend’s worksheet) 1.25, as we do in series, well this …
Z19: Well ... hmm… (Tries to remember; taps the sheet with her pencil and hands)
G20: Hmm... If we write 20 in the formula of total function …
Z21: We write 20.
G22: Hmm…
Z23: Will we start from below 1, too? (Points to the problem on her friend’s sheet) Won’t we
start from 1? Starting from 1 until 20 … (Looks at her friend as if waiting for approval)
G24: Is it 1? How?
Z25: Well, in the end, he always covers half the distance…
G26: He goes in series.
Z27: He went in series.
(They talk at the same time looking at each other and nodding their heads in approval).
G28: Half, half, half, half.
Z29: Half, half, half.
Researcher30: How do you think Ali can reach the tree mathematically? (In the meantime, the
students look at the researcher carefully) Can you relate it to the subject of series
that we saw in 11th grade?
G31: I think he can… (First she looks at the sheet, than explains) In the lesson, we dropped
the ball from a high place. Then it reached the highest [bounce], this is the same. (She
looks at the researcher and her friend and shows the ball’s path of movement bouncing
with decreasing height using her hand) Just a tree intervenes. It’s the same here, too. A
certain…??? one. At a certain step.
Z32: (Points at the problem) I mean, in the end, a net... between Ali and the tree…
G33: Distance…
Z34: He gradually approximates since it is a distance.
G35: Yes. (They nod their heads, looking at each other.) He will go at a certain function,
decreasing, but in the end, (marked the place where the tree is) he reaches.
Z36: He will reach.
G37: The reasoning is the same in series… (Points to the problem text in the sheet with her
finger) If we put it in series, we can solve it over the series.
R38: Well, what kind of sequence is it? Is it a geometrical sequence or an arithmetic sequence?
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G39: A geometrical sequence (Looks at her friend’s face and waits for approval)
Z40: A geometrical sequence … (Looks at the researcher)
R41: A geometrical sequence? Can you obtain a net result with the formula of a geometrical
sequence?
G42: Yes… (The students nod their heads)
Z43: Remember, the highest and the smallest number …
R44: Do you remember how you did it?
G45: Remember what? The formula?
R46: If such a problem were asked in the subject of sequences, do you remember how you
would solve it? (They look at the sheet).
G47: We write the summation symbol, then we write 20 on topside and start from 0 and decrease
by (½)n. We put it in the bracket of ½, ½ plus square of ½ plus (½)n … (Pointed to the
worksheet with pencil) In the end, we will equalize it to 20 and from that sequence… well,
we’ll be able to find that sequence. (In the meantime, Zehra looks at the researcher, her
friend, and the worksheet.)
R48: You were saying that he would reach this tree in the end?
G49: Yes, he reaches there in the end.
R50: By doing procedures in this way. (The students nod their heads.)

The interview texts given here (Z11, G12, Z13, G14, G18, G20, G26, Z27, G35,
Z36, G37, G39, Z43, G47 and G49) indicate that the students recognized knowing
the sequence, series, and function are necessary to solve the problem and thought
to build-with in the solution of problem. These interview texts indicate the fact that
Gizem and Zehra constructed the limit from one side.
After that, the second problem was directed to the students as follows:
Two students play a game approaching a number by following the rules given below. A number
is chosen. One student says two real numbers, one always greater and the other always less than
the chosen number. The purpose of the game is to say numbers that are closer to the chosen
number than the previous ones. The student who is unable to say a number closer than this rival’s
loses the game. For example, let’s suppose the students play the game for the number “6.”

1st student   5.5   5.9    5.97   5.992   5.9997   … …
2nd student  6.5   6.09   6.02   6.001   6.0003   … …
Which one do you think will win the game?
This second problem was prepared with the aim of having the students recognize
and build-with infinity as pre-knowledge in solving the problem. Additionally, they
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consolidated knowing the limit from one side, and began to recognize and build-with
it to construct knowledge of the limit at a point. In other words, students were expected
to know how to construct the limit at a point in this problem. At this stage, they read
the problem and then discussed it for a while. The conversation text is given below.
Z51: Now we have the number ‘6’ at hand. One says a number greater than 6, the other says a
number less than 6.
G52: (She nods her head in approval of what her friend is saying) And the other says a number
less than 6.
Z53: As a result, always … (She draws her hands near and away)
G54: Move them away from each other and say things. Well… (Shows the numbers in the
sheet) It seems that 5.9 is less than 6.001. One says numbers that get smaller, the other
says numbers greater than 6. (Zehra nods her head in approval of her friend) But which
one wins? (They look at the sheet and think it over.
Z55: As a result, one is decreasing while the other is increasing …
G56: I think… no… (She shakes her head in disapproval)
Z57: In every way, the same ... (She draws her hands near)
G58: They say the same. They can always say numbers less than 6. Those which are greater
than 5 as well.
Z59: The numbers which are greater than 6 as well… She asks which student wins… Which
one says a closer number? (Looks at her friend. Gizem also points to the numbers on the
sheet; Zehra looks at her.)
G60: Now, I wonder, when this says 6.02, will the other say 5.9 again? (Zehra points at the sheet)
Z61: They said these. When one said 6.02, the other said 5.97.
G62: He will never say those numbers again ... (Zehra agrees with her friend) Then numbers greater
than 6 can go on infinitely. I mean he has a chance to say all the numbers.
Z63: Yes, I mean, it goes on in every way.
G64: And this to the lesser ones… (She looks at her friend as if waiting for approval)
Z65: He will say the smallest numbers infinitely. I mean they will not come across.
G66: I think they will tie. (Zehra nods her head agreeing with her friend. Then they look at the
researcher.)
Z67: No one will win.
R68: Why did you draw such a conclusion?
Z69: Because there are infinitely many numbers on both sides … Both less than and greater than 6.
R70: We can choose infinitely many numbers that are closer to 6. (The students nod their heads
in agreement with the researcher).
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The interview texts given here (G62, Z63, G64, Z65, and Z69) indicate that the students
recognized the concept of infinity, which is necessary when solving for it, and built-with it
in solving the problem. Accordingly, the texts (Z51, G52, Z55, and G58) given here show
that Zehra and Gizem consolidated the limit of one side. Other texts (G60, Z61, G62,
and Z63) show that they began to recognize and build-with this knowledge. Additionally,
some (Z57, G58, G62, Z63, G64, G66, Z67, and Z69) led researchers to think the students
began at one point to intuitively construct limit knowledge.
Finally, the following was given to the students as the third research problem.
A baby kangaroo is learning to jump. Every day it tries hard to jump higher. Let the number of
jumps the kangaroo makes be x. The height that this kangaroo can jump is expressed with the
function of f(x) = (4x-1)/2x.

This last problem was organized with functions to formally construct students’ limit
knowledge as a whole. They were expected to recognize and build-with knowledge
such as function, infinity, real numbers, and sequence as pre-knowledge in solving
this problem. The students need to recognize and build-with their knowledge of limit
from the left and limit from right, and to construct knowledge of limit at a point in
this problem. At this stage, they read the problem and then discussed it for a while.
The conversation text is given below.
First of all, the students were asked to read Section A of the problem:
Calculate the empty boxes below.
X number of jumps   1   2   5   10   100   1000   10000   100000   1000000 + ∞
f(x) in meters

Then they were asked to interpret it together and fill in the spaces left blank in the
table. A partial text belonging to the interview held at this time is given below.
Z71: When x is 1, it becomes 3/2.
G72: When we put 2, we get 7/4. (She looks at her friend as if waiting for approval) When we
put 5, we get 19/10. When we put 10, we get 39/20... It goes like this. (Zehra approves
and writes, too.)
G73: Let’s try 1000. 3,999/2,000. When we put 10,000, we get 399,999/200,000. (They write
their results).

The partial interview text given here (Z71, G72, and G73) indicates that the
students recognized and built-with the knowledge of function, which is necessary for
solving the problem. Then the students continued to work, answering Section B of
the problem (What is the maximum height in meters that the kangaroo can jump?).
G76:  It is in meters. Gradually decreasing from 3/2 … I mean as the number of jumps increases.
(Zehra nods her head)
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Z77: Yes, then the maximum value will be its first value …
G78: Its maximum value is its first value… The highest value becomes 3/2, or 1.5 meters...
Z79: (Nods her head) 1.5 meters. As the number of jumps increases…
G80:  For as the number of jumps, its value decreases in meters. For this reason, 3/2…
maximum…
R81: Can you explain in more detail?
G82: As the number of jumps increases, f(x) gets smaller.
Z83: As if f(x) goes infinitely by getting smaller …
R84: Examine once more, if you like. (The students look at the sheet)
G85: No, bigger. 1.75 looks…
Z86: Oh! Right… (Gizem nods her head and points to the table with her pencil)
G87:  As x number of jumps increases, so does the value of the f(x) function. I mean when x jumps
once (1), it becomes 1.5 meters, but when it jumps twice (2), it becomes 7/9, I mean like 1.75…
Z88: Later on it goes to 1.9, anyway.
G89:  Yes, after that 1.95. I mean as x number of jumps increases, the value of the function gets
bigger, too. But, we cannot know its maximum value. (They look at each other) One minute,
as if it gradually approximates to 2. (Zehra puts her hand on her chin)
R90: Which values did you find?
G91:  First we found 1.5, then 1.75, 1.9, 1.95, and 1.9995. Finally, it approximates to 2. It
approximates to a maximum of 2.
Z92:  (Zehra looks at Gizem and nods her head) Actually it approaches 2, the values are smaller than 2.
G93: Yes. We cannot find its highest value.

Some interview texts given here (G85, Z86, G87, Z88, G89, G91, Z92, and G93)
indicate that the students recognized and built-with the knowledge of infinity, function and
the limit from one side, which is necessary for solving the problem. After that, the students
were asked to answer Section C of the problem (If f: A → B, find sets A and B).
Z99: Then, will we think like A going from 1.5 to 2?
G100:  The definition set. (Gizem marks the column where x is with her pencil and shows it to
her friend).
R101: Yes, as the definition set and the image set…
Z102: Ok, Ok… (Zehra nods her head)
G103:  x is the definition set, and the values which we found in meters type (she shows her
friend the f(x) column that she found in the table) will compose the value set. When we
write 1, its value becomes 1.5. Then, when we write 2, it becomes 1.75. The definition
set is x number of jumps, and the image set is its value in meters kind. (Zehra approved
by nodding her head)
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R104:  In your opinion, what is the definition set? When we think of sets? Integer? Rational
number?
Z105: The definition set has to be an integer.
R106: How?
G107: Positive integers.
Z108: Since x indicates the number of jumps, x (number of jumps) cannot be negative …
G109: It has to be a positive integer.
Z110: I mean I cannot say it is a real number.
R111: Well, in your opinion, which values in which interval does the value set take?
Z112: The interval of 1.5-2…
G113: The values approaching 1.5 and 2. Not 2 but… (Zehra approves by nodding her head)

From some of the interview text given here (Z105, G107, G109, and Z110), the
students are understood to have had difficulty recognizing and building-with the
knowledge of real numbers necessary for determining the intervals in this part of the
question while solving the problem, but they did manage it. The students then held
the following conversation with the aim of answering Section D of the problem (Is
this function a sequence at the same time? Why?).
Z115:  Now, according to the sequences which we learned in 11th grade, it increased by going
to infinity but proportionally …
G116:  We do not know its value completely. We know which number it approaches. We do not
know the full value.
Z117: I mean, yes, when x went to infinity, it increased in the same way.
G118:  Remember, there were sequence problems. For that reason, there is the same thing in
this question, too, it approaches a value, but …
Z119: Yes.
R120:  Well, can you define a sequence for me? Do you remember what a sequence was? What
is needed for a function to be a sequence?
G121: First of all… (Looks at the sheet)
Z122: (Looking at her friend) When a number goes to infinity, it yields the value it will take.
G123:  It needs to increase or decrease proportionally. (In the meantime, Zehra nods her head
and agrees with her friend) When it increases by 1.5, the others need to increase by 1.5,
too.
R124:  Can it be the definition of an arithmetic sequence, what you said? Do you remember how
you defined the sequence?
G125: ...which positive integers take… (She puts her hand on her chin)
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Z126: The values which positive integers take when going to infinity.
R127: Well, do you think our jump function is a sequence, too?
Z128: Yes, it is an integer going to infinity.
G129: I think it is a sequence.
Z130: It is a sequence.

The interview texts given above indicate that the students recognized and built-with
their knowledge of sequence, which is also necessary to answer the question while solving
the problem. Then the students had the following conversation in order to answer Section
E of the problem (If this function is a sequence, what value does it approach?)
R131:  Well, if this function is a sequence, what value do you think it approaches? Which value
does this function go to?
G132: It goes to the value of 2. For example; 1.9999…
R133: How did you arrive at this conclusion?
G134:  When we replace the values in the definition set with the function, the values increase.
We started with 1.5 and I think since it approached 1.99995, it can at most approach 2.

Then the students held the following conversation in order to answer Section F of the
problem (What do you think is the desired x value of function f(x) when it goes to + ∞?)
G138:  We wanted to reach 2 in this sequence. For this reason, it is 2. (She shows the f(x)
column with her finger.)
Z139: We approach 2 and the numbers are less than 2.
G140:  From the left. We approach from the left on the number line. (She brings her hands
together as if showing the number line)
Z141:  It seems as if t approaches 2 from the left. (She brings her hands together as if showing
the number line)
G142:  We approach it from left. (Zehra nods her head) I think the desired value of the sequence is 2.

With these research problems, the students are expected to generalize the results and
make relations between the function and sequence to intuitively construct the knowledge
of the limit at a point. The interview texts given here (G138, Z139, G140, Z141, and G142)
let one consider that the students constructed the knowledge of the limit by building-with
the limit from one side. Finally, the conversation held by the students for answering the
question of the problem (Is there a relationship between the desired point of a function
and the value to which a sequence approaches? Please discuss) is given below.
Z145:  Now this question has a sequence. A sequence composed of integers. It comes from the
left side. And our desired value is 2 and we approach this number with numbers less than
2. Now that there will be an intersection point between two in the end, this accumulation
point may be an additional desired point of the sequence.
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G146:  One more thing, remember what we said... We are trying to approach it with lesser
numbers. Here we are trying to approach 2. I mean there can be a relationship between
the value we are trying to approach in the sequence and the desired value. (Zehra
approves by nodding her head) Then the desired value is related to the small or big
numbers in the sequence.
Z147: It is advancing by increasing or decreasing.
G148:  For example, there were such kinds of questions in the sequence, too. A ball was dropped
from a height and its bouncing height decreased … (She showed with her hand) And
from here, we are approaching from a small number to a greater number … But the
result which we want to reach is the same.
Z149: Yes, definitely.
G150:  If it had started with 1,000 bounces, it would still have reached 2. But it started with 1
bounce.
Z151: As a result, it again reached 2 with lesser numbers. And again its desired value is...
G152: Its desired value is 2. I mean, there is a relationship between them.
R153: Well, What did you calculate as the limit when it goes to plus infinity in this example?
G154: 2 (Zehra nods her head).
R155:  You said 2. If our f(x) function is a sequence, what did you calculate as the value it
approaches?
G156: We calculated it as 2.
R157: Considering this, what can you say? What kind of an interpretation appears?
Z158: I mean… as a result it is an arithmetic sequence …
G159: Does every sequence have a desired value?
Z160: Every sequence has a desired value.
G161: Because both the sequence and the desired value are trying to approach.
Z162: Approach or deviate.
G163:  In my opinion, a sequence… (Thinks for a few seconds) As if the limit is the upper stage
of the sequence.
Z164: I think the desired value covers the sequence…
G165: Yes, I’m thinking the same thing.
R166:  You found the desired value of the function as 2. And you found the value to which the
sequence approaches as 2, also. Then, when it goes to infinity?
Z167: The desired value of a sequence going to infinity…
G168: Is it the same? They are equal.
Z169: Yes.
R170:  What do you think are equal? Interpret. (They look at each other and think for a few seconds)
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G171: Both…
Z172: As a result, it goes to infinity. It also goes to infinity when it takes the desired value.
G173:  As a result, it is a full value, as she found, but the sequence and the desired value are the
same. Then, when the function f(x) approaches 2, this approaches 2, as well. Then the
sequence and the desired value are the same. (She shows the table)
Z174:  Because the value it approaches is 2. Actually, they are equal in infinity. When it goes
to infinity…
G175: It again takes the same value.
Z176:  The value to which a number, a sequence, approximates and the desired value is equal
for infinity. (They nod their heads)
R177: Yes, and this desired value is called the limit value.

Some of the interview texts given here (Z145, G146, G148, Z149, and Z151) point
out that the students recognized and built-with the limit from the left side to construct
limit knowledge. Similarly, other texts (G146, Z147, G148, Z149, G152, G156, Z160,
Z167, G168, Z172, G173, Z174, G175, and Z176) show they recognized and builtwith the concepts of sequence, function, and infinity to construct the limit at a point.
Discussion
The abstraction processes of the two 12th-grade students were examined through the
RBC+C abstraction model in this research. The students’ processes were examined
using three research problems over the cognitive actions of recognizing, buildingwith, construction, and consolidation. These problems, which were designed by
the researchers to reveal the students’ mathematical thought-levels and abstraction
processes, enabled the students to use their pre-knowledge and achieve a new structure.
Recognizing, the first cognitive action of this model, is necessary to construct the new
structure. Also, this action requires using the second action, which means recognizing
and building-with need to be used together to solve the problems. This is because the
first one contains recognizing the concept of pre-foreknowledge to make it easier for
the participants to study the problem in the process of construction and the second
one requires them to use their pre-knowledge for this construction (Dreyfus, 2007;
Hershkowitz et al., 2001). For this study, the students used the concepts of sequence,
series, infinity, real numbers, and function as pre-knowledge to construct limits. All
of these concepts were learned in their mathematics courses prior to this study. For
example, real numbers occur in the mathematics curriculum as a 9th-grade subject,
and functions occur as 9th- and 12th-grade subjects. In the 12th-grade, knowledge of
functions is the subject learned before limits. Therefore, the students were understood to
recognize and build-with the concepts of sequence, series, and function in the learning
process of limit knowledge as pre-knowledge for solving the first limit problem, as
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seen in conversation texts such as Z11, G14, Z27, G35, Z43 and G47 for the abstraction
processes analyzed through the cognitive actions of the RBC+C abstraction model in
this research. Similarly, they recognized and built-with the knowledge of infinity in
the learning process of limit knowledge for the second problem. Additionally, they
began to recognize and build-with knowledge of approaching the limit from one side
in this problem. These female students recognized and built-with the knowledge of
infinity, function, and limit from one side to construct their limit knowledge at a point
in the third problem. They also had some difficulties recognizing and building-with
knowledge of real numbers, but were able to manage this, as well. They recognized and
built-with knowledge of approaching a limit from one side and of sequence, function,
and infinity for constructing the limit at a point, as seen such in texts G146, Z172,
G173, Z174, G175, and Z176. This situation indicates that the participating students
could exert their pre-knowledge for limits and explain the relationships between them.
Constructing is the most important act in the abstraction process because it requires
a new structure to emerge using pre-knowledge, or in other words, changing known
structures, recognizing and building-with in the learning process (Dreyfus et al., 2001a;
Hershkowitz et al., 2001). In this action, participants need to organize and combine all their
pre-knowledge to find a solution. In this research, a constructive learning environment
was organized for abstracting students’ limit knowledge, and as a result of the research,
they were understood to have constructed the limit from one side in the solution of the
first problem, as seen in texts such as Z13, G39, Z43, G47, and G49. Similarly, they began
to construct the limit knowledge at a point, as seen in texts such as Z57, G58, Z67, and
Z69 when solving the second problem, and constructed it in the third problem.
The last action, consolidation, was added to this abstraction model and detailed
by Dreyfus (2007). The model can be said to be clarified and finalized in Dreyfus’
research, and after that, researchers (Altun & Yılmaz, 2008; Sezgin-Memnun & Altun,
2012; Yeşildere & Türnüklü, 2008a, 2008b; etc.) generally focused on applying this
model using different mathematical subjects. In this research, some of the interview
texts indicate that the students consolidated knowledge of the limit from one side in
the solution of the second problem.
The RBC+C abstraction model explains the route that leads to abstract knowledge, as
opposed to just learning it. As a result of the analysis made in relation to this abstraction
model’s cognitive actions of recognizing, building-with, construction and consolidation,
Zehra and Gizem, whose mathematical achievement levels were high, can be said to
have constructed limit knowledge. This situation indicates developing students’ mental
structures confirms these cognitive actions. Also, these explanations identify that
abstraction was completed by these female students. Other studies (Altun & Yılmaz,
2008; Sezgin-Memnun & Altun, 2012; Yeşildere & Türnüklü, 2008a; etc.) have focused
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on the abstraction of different mathematical subjects, especially in Turkey, but they
generally report that students construct the concept being researched. In this process,
they recognized and built-with the knowledge of sequence, series, infinity, real numbers
and function. Moreover, the students in this study were also observed to not have
misconceptions about limits, indicating that this kind of study demonstrates an effective
learning process for limit knowledge. This result overlaps with the results obtained by
Akkoyunlu et al. (2003) and Bukova-Güzel (2007) in that it is appropriate to make use
of activities, scenarios, subject-specific teaching strategies, and worksheets for teaching
limits. Additionally, these results are similar to those obtained by Kula and BukovaGüzel (2015b) because they explain that pre-service teachers’ special teaching methods
are classified as representations and activities. At the same time, this study started from
various small cases, and no misconceptions occurred. This result again supports the
results obtained by Akkoyunlu et al. (2003), in that misconceptions can also be prevented
in lessons by focusing on examining the behavior of the image of a function when the
independent variable of this function is infinitely small. The participants were female
students in this study and were able to construct the limits in their learning process,
which were organized with problem-solving activities through constructivist learning,
similar to the research obtained by Roh (2007) with a female student.
Limitations and Suggestions
This research is limited by the two participating 12th-grade students and three
research problems organized by the researchers for this study. Therefore, researchers
could examine the abstraction process of students from different grades over different
mathematical subjects using the RBC+C abstraction model in future studies.
Additionally, further research might also include course designs that allow for
teaching different subjects in accordance with the RBC+C abstraction model.
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